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‘Oceanjet 88’
A Global Ocean Jet success story

Western Australian design house Global
Marine Design (Global) has recently
unveiled the ‘Oceanjet 88’, a new
passenger ferry for Ocean Jet Ferries in
the Philippines.
Built by local Filipino shipbuilder
Golden Dragon Fastcraft, the vessel
measures 33.15 metres in length, with a
beam of 7.2 metres, a one metre draught
and a depth of 2.9 metres.
Powered by a pair of Cummins KTA 50
engines, each rated for 1,342kW, the vessel
delivers a sprint speed of 28.2 knots and a
service speed of 23.7 knots. These speeds
are achieved at 1,700rpm with 350
passengers aboard, making the craft a very
efficient people mover.
Ocean Jet Ferries, based in Cebu in the
Southern Philippines, is a highly successful
family owned and operated business,
having commenced its fast ferry operations
in the late nineties.
Global Marine Design’s marine engineer
Steve Tyler is an expatriate residing in
Cebu, modelling and designing detailed
engineering systems for Global’s vessels
based on his many years of practical
experience at sea.
In Cebu, Steve developed a strong
working and engineering relationship

with Ocean Jet’s Victor Lua, the principal
driving force behind the successful
ferry operation.
In 2005, Victor was convinced of the
benefits and commercial advantage of
building a custom-designed Global
passenger ferry. Meeting with Global’s
Gavin Mair, the three set the wheels in
motion for the new ferry, to be built on site
at the Ocean Jet yard in Cebu.
Victor had a very clear vision of the
new vessel’s requirements in terms
of function, with two specific requests
being the seating arrangement and large
panoramic windows.
Bureau Veritas was chosen as the most
suitable classification society to approve
the hull structural design and oversee the
construction. Apart from the Bureau Veritas
verification of the hull structure, the
remainder of the survey is to the
Philippines Flag State rules.
When the ‘Oceanjet 88’ was launched
and equipped with Ocean Jet’s “special
in-house built propellers”, the initial trials
gave a solid 26 knots. With some propeller
tweaking and adjustments to the trim of
the vessel with small fixed interceptors, a
genuine 28 knot vessel speed was realised.
So impressed with the ride comfort and
speed efficiency of this vessel, Victor
ordered the second vessel, an exact replica
of the first Global vessel. Launched in 2013
as ‘Jet 8’, this ferry becomes the eighth boat
in the expanding Ocean Jet fleet.
With vessel number nine currently
under construction and vessel number 10
at the cutters in Western Australia, these
first four identical Global ferries are the
forerunners to the eventual Ocean Jet fleet

replacement, entirely with Global Marine
Design vessels.
For further information contact:
Global Marine Design, Australia.
Email: sales@marinekits.com
Web: www.marinekits.com

‘Oceanjet 88’

SPECIFICATIONS
Type of vessel: Passenger ferry
Classification: Bureau Veritas
Port of registry: Cebu
Flag: The Philippines
Owner/operator: Ocean Fast Ferries,
The Philippines
Designer: Global Marine Design,
Australia
Builder: Golden Dragon Fast Craft
Builder, The Philippines
Hull construction
material: Aluminium
Length overall: 33.15 metres
Beam: 7.20 metres
Draught: 1.0 metre
Depth: 2.9 metres
Tonnages: 240GRT, 97NRT
Main engines: 2 x Cummins KTA-50;
each 1,342kW
Gearboxes: ZF 5000 Series
Propellers: 2 x 5-blade aluminum
bronze
Auxiliary engines: 2 x Cummins 4BTA
Generator: 65kW
Steering system: Hydraulic
Maximum speed: 29 knots
Cruising speed: 24 knots
Electronics supplied by: Furuno
Radar: 36nm range
Paints/coatings: Jotun
Windows: Direct glazing
tempered glass
Liferafts: 6 x 60-pax
Type of fuel: Diesel
Fuel capacity: 6,000 litres
Freshwater capacity: 1,000 litres
Crew: 16
Passengers: 357
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